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SOCIETY

ON CERTAIN FIBERINGS OF M2 x S1
WOLFGANG HEIL1

Abstract.
Using a theorem of Stallings it is shown that the
product of Sl and a surface of genus g> 1 admits for every integer
«=;0 a fibering over S1 with a surface of genus n(g—l)+g as fiber.
Conversely, these are all possible such fibrations (up to equivalence).
Let A' be a Seifert fiber space which is locally trivial fibered over
S1 with fiber a surface. It is shown that any two such fiberings of N
over S1 are equivalent if the fibers are homeomorphic.

In [8] and [1] it is shown that the 3-manifold M=FxS1,

where Fis an

orientable closed surface of genus g>i, admits for every number «_0
a fibering over A1 with a surface T„ of genus n(g—l)+g as fiber. In this
note we show that this result follows immediately from Stallings' theorem
[7] (this applies also if F is bounded or nonorientable). It is shown that
these are all possible fibrations of M over S1 with fiber a surface and this
is generalized to Seifert fiber spaces.
1. Let F be an orientable

components, let M—FxSl,

surface of genus g>l

and m boundary

<5=tt1(M),

(5 = [ax, bx,---, ag, bg, s,, • • •, sm, h : sx ■■■sm[ax, bx]--- [ag, bg] = 1,

[a,, h] = [b(,h] = [sk,h] - 1 (i = 1, • • •, g; k - 1, •• •, m)}.
Let Z be represented by the group of integers and construct an epimorphism <¿:(5—>-Z
as follows

Hai)=\,
4>(ai)= Kb,) = 0

(/ - 2, • • • ,g;j = 1, • • • ,g),

<p(h)= « > 0,
<¡>ih)= Yk

(k = I,- ■■,m).

(yk are arbitrary integers, subject to the condition yx+- ■•+ym=0.)
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(a) If F is closed (i.e. m=0), computing
Reidemeister-Schreier method, we obtain

^n = \o-i.k,bj,k, hk: üiJijfii^nK1

281

9l„=ker f> using the

= !. bLkhkbjfk+nhk1= 1,
g

hk+iK1=Ubi.k+iKlFI iai.k,Kkl = i
1=2

(i = 2, • ■•, g;j = 1, • ■•, g; -co
Here aik=a\ataxk,

bjk=akxb¡aík,

< k < co) .

hk=akhaxik+n). This is equivalent to

91»= Ao»
Kf ai.i>b*.i'' *">«<.»'bi.n-[K1,bi,i\fi [«/.toKi]
X il

[flÁ2.&Í.2]■• • n

j=2

iai.n, b,J

= 1 (i = 2, ■■• , g)

3=2

'

which is the fundamental group of an orientable closed surface of genus
n(g—l)+l.
Thus the theorem in the introduction follows by applying
Stallings' theorem [7].
(b) If dM¿¿0 (i.e. m>0) we obtain, for 9în= ker <¡>,
W« = {«i.k, bLk, s(Jt, haTn(i = 2, ■■■, g; j = 1, • • ■, g;

k = 0, •••,«-

1; / =1,- • ■,m - 1)}

(wheres^ = UsfiX^*),
a free group of rank n(2g+m—2)+l.
S1 with fiber a surface

By Stallings' theorem M fibers over

Tn with 7r1(Fn)=91n.

A/ is a (trivial) Seifert fiber

space with orbit surface F. T„ is a branched covering of F (see the
proposition, §3). Since M has no singular fibers this covering is without
branch points. Thus ifg' denotes the genus and m the number of boundary
components of Tn and if the covering F„->F is »/-sheeted, we have for the
Euler characteristics

2g + m — 2 = r¡(2g + m — 2) = n(2g + m — 2).
Thus : For every natural number n there exists a surface T„ which is an
n-sheeted covering of F and such that M admits a fibering over S1 with

fiber T„.
(c) The same method carries over to the nonorientable case.
2. The fiberings of §1 are all possible fiberings of M over S1 with
fiber a surface. This can be seen as follows:

Let <£:(5->-Zbe any epimorphism.
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Let

<f>iai)
= «i

(/= l,--- ,g),

4>(bi)
= ßi

(i =\, ■■■,«),

<t>isk)= Yk

(k =\,-

■■ ,m),

4>(h)
= «.
Let g.c.d.ijxj, ßx, • • ■, xg, ßg)=d. Since <f>is an epimorphism,
g.c.d.(i/, y,, ■• • , ym,/i)=l.
The assertion follows from the following:

we have

Lemma. Let <f>
: ©—>-Zbe any epimorphism and let x be any one of the
generators ax, bx, ■• ■, ag, bg. Then there exists an automorphism p of ©
which is induced by a homeomorphism of M, such that <f>-p(x)=g.c.d.(d, n)
and <f>-p(y)=0, where y e {ax, bx, • • • , ag, bg}—{x}. If F is not a torus, we
may assume <jS(/i)>0.

Proof, p is a composition of the following automorphisms
down the generators which are not kept fixed).

^\0i)

= atf

$Xbi) = bia\

(keZ)

(i=l,---,g),

(leZ)

(i = l,--,g),

(we write

p3(ax) = axa2b2x,
p3(bi)

= ¿?2a2"1í)1a2o¡"1,

p3(a2) = b^bia^b^a^a^b^a^1,
^3(^2)

=

/?2í?2a71¿?¡"1ü2" £>¡"\

p¿ax) = a^bï1,
f*¿bx)

= ¿?2a2í?1a21Z?¡"1,

¿"4(^2)

=

f?2fl2í?1a¡"1í?i"1¿?1"1í'2"1T1«2"1í'í\

/u4(/b2)= b^b^a^b^a^1,

pf(aj) = ai+x,

lifibA = bi+1,
#W
= [ai+i>°i+iYXai[ai+i,
bt+xl
pfibi+i) = [ai+1,bt+xT%[ai+i,bi+1]
p6(ai)

(i taken mod g),

= a,«*1,

p7(h) = h-K
It is not difficult to see that these are automorphisms and furthermore
that they are induced by homeomorphisms of M, since they leave the
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peripheral system of (5 fixed (see [2]). These automorphisms

were sug-

gested by the paper of J. Nielsen [3].

Let
(«1,

ßl\

aS-

The automorphisms

ß,/

px and p2 change the map <f>as follows:

(pi)
(p2)

<j>(ax)
- <j>(a,)+ k<f>(b{),
<f(bi)- t(bi) + l<p(a,).

Using the Euclidean algorithm and (px), (p2), we transform A into

(dx,

0\

I,

where d4 = (oc,,ßff.

dg, Of
Similarly, using p3, px, p5, p% we change A' into

10, g.c.d.(a\ n)\
0
0

\0

0

The last statement of the lemma follows by considering p1 and observing
that (ker (¡>)r\Z(h)=l, where Z(h) is the cyclic subgroup of (5 generated

by h (see [5, proof of Satz 7]).
3. A comparison of Nielsen's and Seifert's invariants. In this section
we show how for Seifert fiber spaces that are fibered over S1 the fiber is
a branched covering of the Seifert (orbit) surface. This will be used (in
the next section) to show the uniqueness of the fibration as mentioned in
the introduction.
Let (f>:F—>-F
be an orientation preserving homeomorphism of finite
order « of a (compact) orientable surface F of genus g and r boundary
components. Let F be a fixed point of order X. The orbitspace of <f>is a
surface F and F covers a point P e F. A simple closed curve s in F which
covers a simple closed curve s about P, covers it X times. We have m
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disjoint curves lying over s, where n=X-m. Choose an orientation on F.
Let Q be any point on s. Q is covered by X points on s lying over Q.
The (oriented) arc on s which starts at Q and covers s once ends at a certain
point f>amQ. Note that g.c.d.(cr, X)=l. The valenz of F is defined to be the
triple (m, X, o). A multiple point is one for which A>0.
Theorem (Nielsen [3]). Let F, F' be homeomorphic closed surfaces,
let <f>:F-^>-Fand <f>':F'—>-F'be homeomorphisms of finite order n. Then <f>
and <ft are equivalent (i.e. there exists a homeomorphism xp:F^>-F' such that
(f>y)—y>(f)')
iff F and F' have the same valenz-numbers at multiple points.

For a description of the Seifert invariants (p, v) of a fibered solid torus

and a 3-manifold, see [6].
Let M be a Seifert fiber space which admits a fibering over S1 with fiber
a surface F of genus >1. Thus M can be obtained from Fxl (where /
denotes the unit interval [0, 1]) by identifying FxO with <j>Fxl, where
<f>:F—*-F
is a homeomorphism and we write M=FxIj<¡>. It is easy to see
that M is a Seifert fiber space iff nx(M) has nontrivial center and tt1(M)
has nontrivial center iff <f>is isotopic to a homeomorphism f> of finite
order (see e.g. [9, p. 514]). Since <f>and f> determine homeomorphic
3-manifolds [2], we may assume that <f>
has finite order n. We construct a
Seifert fibration of M as follows: Let F in F be a fixed point of order
X>1. Then F, <f>P,• • • , </>m_1(F)(where Xm=n) cover the same point P
in the orbit surface F. Now Fxl has a trivial fibering as a line bundle.
Take a neighborhood U(P) of F which does not contain any other multiple
point and such that <f>m(U(P))=U(P). Then we have neighborhoods

U(P) X /, <f>U(P)
x I, ■■■, ¿"-»t/ÍF) X /
ofPxI,

(<f>mU(P)
= (7(F))

<f>PxI, ■• • , <j>m-1(P)xIin Fxl and they match together to form

a fibered solid torus in M. The fiber in M which contains P is composed of

m lines Pxl,

■■■, <f>m~1(P)x!and the fiber through any point Q of U(P)

(Q^P) is composed of n lines Qxl,- • ■, <f>"~1(Q)xI. Hence the fibers
through U(P) form a fibered neighborhood of an exceptional fiber of

order njm = X.
Note that the orbit surface Fis the Seifert surface of the Seifert fibration.
Let F g F be a multiple point of order X, s a small simple closed curve
around P, Q e s an arbitrary point and s in Fa closed curve which covers 5.
On s there are exactly X points which cover Q:

Q, f,amQ, ■■■, ffl-1)amQ

(exponents mod n),

where cr is the valenz. To find f>mQ in this sequence, we have to find an
integer b such that ba= 1 (X). Now s is mapped onto itself for the first time
by <f>m
and <f>m
is equivalent to a rotation of 2nôjX of a circle. Hence the
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Seifert invariants p, v of M and the valenz (m, X, a) of the map <f>:F—>-F

satisfy
a = v (mod p),

where oo = 1 (mod X),

X= p.
Now if Mx and M2 are homeomorphic Seifert fiber spaces, then the
corresponding Seifert surfaces are homeomorphic and Mx and M2 have
the same numbers p, v by the classification theorem of Seifert fiber spaces

[51.
Hence we have the following:

Proposition.
//Af1=F1x//f¿1
and M2 = F2xI¡<¡>2 are homeomorphic
and (f>i is a homeomorphism of order w, (/= 1,2), then Fx and F2 are
(branched) coverings of the same orbit surface (=Seifert surface) F with
the same number t of branch points (on F) which are of the same orders X.

4. Equivalent Stallings fibrations. Two fiberings (Mx, px, S1, Fx) and
(M2,p2, S1, F2) are equivalent iff there exists a homeomorphism y>:Mx-*-M2
with yp2=Pi- Let F, be a closed orientable surface of genusg,-> 1 (i = 1, 2)
and let <t¡>¿
: F¿—»F,be a homeomorphism of finite order «,-.

Theorem. Let M^FfXl/^,
(('=1,2). Assume Fx and F2 are homeomorphic. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) Mx is homeomorphic to M2.
(b) Mx is equivalent to M2.
(c) <j)xis equivalent to <f>2
(and is of the same order).

In particular, it follows that if M is a closed Seifert fiber space which
admits two fibrations over S1 with fibers Fx and F2, then either Fx is not
homeomorphic to F2 or the two fibrations are equivalent.
Proof.
If r/>,and <f>2
are equivalent then it is not hard to see that Mx
and M2 are equivalent (see e.g. [2]). Thus (c)^>-(b)-»-(a). We show (a)-*(c):
Let Mx he homeomorphic to M2. Mx and M2 are Seifert fiber spaces and
have the same Seifert surface F. If t{ denotes the number of branch points
(on F) of the orbit surfaces of </>,(/= 1, 2) and A'/' the orders of the branch
points (/=1, 2;j=\,
• • ■, t{) we have (by the proposition) tx = t2= t and
X,l)*=X,naskf (j=\,■• ,t). Consider the branched covering F(->-F

(/'=1, 2) and cut out a small disc D¡ in F containing a branch point of
order X\l) and remove the wj'/' discs in Ft which cover D¡ (where «¿=
A^W/'). Do this for all branch points P¡ 0=1, •••,/) and get an unbranched covering F'c+F'. Clearly, if rt denotes the number of boundary
components of F¿, we have

r. = m[{)+■■■ + mi"

(i = 1, 2).
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Using this equation together with ni=Xjm'/) (i=l, 2; f=l, •••,/)
and
comparing the Euler characteristics of F¡ and F' we get nx=n2 and

Now <f>iand f>2 are of the same orders and have the same valenznumbers at the fixed points. By the Nielsen equivalence theorem f>xand </>2
are equivalent.
Remark.
A "mapping class" is a coset of the group of all homeomorphisms of a surface F modulo the subgroup of isotopic deformations.
J. Nielsen [4, p. 24] proves that a mapping class of order n contains a
homeomorphism of order n. The above theorem shows that there is exactly
one such homeomorphism (up to equivalence).
For let <f>:F-+F be a homeomorphism of order n and rp be a homeomorphism of the same class. Then M=FxIJ4>^FxIjy>.
If y has finite
order, then by the theorem, xphas order n and is equivalent to f>.
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